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On 17 January, 19GG an aviation accident hapoened durintf 
an in-flight refueling operation vhich caused the loss of a B-52 
boniber and a tanker of the United States Air Force. The acci
dent took place over the village of Paicmares which belongs to 
the municipality of Cuevas de Almanzora in the Province of Al- 
meria. Bits of the planes were scattered over a wide area co- . 
rrespending gone rally to Hie area between the municipalities of 
Cuevas do Almanzora and of Vera, and the edge of the Vedite 
rranean Eea between Puerto Pey and Villaricos. Paloniares has 

-about 1200 inhabitants and is situated on the right bank of the 
A linany.o ra Piver near iP nouth and the beach. The village is 
not, properly speaking, an urban nucleus but is irregularly dis
tributed to the point where there are no streets. Croups of hou
ses or isolated hou«-e- are located at random over an extensive 
^.one of uneven terrain which P crossed by a road, paths and 
innumerable ditches for the irrigation of gardens of Peighboring 
farms. Tree growth ic poor, but in the surrounding valley® and 
deni’essions irrigation farming is carried on over a vide area.
The landscape is deserl-like with broken and sleep n ountains . bet 
ween which lie the utterly dry beds of torrential streams; likewi
se the entire bed of the Almanacra Piver is dry. Vegetation is 
semitrooical - data pain s, century plants, prickly pears;, holm 
oaks. Cultivated plants are mainly climbing tomatoes, broad beans, 
yellow corn, alfalfa, cereals and some orange and lemon groves.

On the Vera side of Palomares are wide areas of irrigated 
lands and orange groves, and toward Garrucha. a semi-desert 
area. 1 his zone is bound on the northeast by the rfierra de la He 
rrex'ia and on the north west by Dtis Algarrobinas . The coast oppo 
site Palomares is flat and shallow; the beach, which is rocky, for 
ms a slight arc frem Punto do! Pio to south of Garrucha. The cli 
mate is mild. Winters are warm and sujrners rather hoi but with
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soft sea breezes. Annual rainfall averages 200 L/ni2 per year 
but is extremely irregularly distributed as it falls in only a few 
days, frequently causing overflowing of the dry beds of the Al- 
manzora Piver and various ravines. Prevailing winds are from 
the east and southwest.

Agriculture is the wealth of the region with tomatoes as 
the most important crop at present, followed by broad beans and 
yellow corn. The climate per nits at least two harvest annually. 
Offshore fishing is plentiful. SVellfish, cephalopods and various 
fish are the most important species and are in great demand in 
the nation’s markets.

As a result of the aforementioned accident, four thermonu
clear bombs which were being carried by the B-52 were thrown 
loose. Two fell with their parachutes open and so were found in
tact, one in the bed of the Almanzo.ra Piver very near its mouth 
and one in the sea. The other two devices could not be recupe
rated intact as theirparachute did not open and the impact set off 
the conventional explosive contained in them . The resulting .fragmen 
tation and oxidation of the uranium and plutonium fponge whiph ma 
kes up part of the bomb created a cloud of those two elements.
This cloud was dispersed and blown toward the sea by the strong 
prevailing SAV-NE wind, contaminating .an extensive zone as it se 
tiled out on the ground, plants and buildings. The hottest parts of 
this zone were the two in:pact centers : one a semi-desert hill 
1.500 int-lei s SIV of tlie village on altitude-line 72 of Algarrol.i- 
nas Hill; the other in some gardens at the extreme eastern edge 
of the village, about 200 meters from the nearest houses. In the 
inmediate area were found scattered about numerous rnettalic bomb- 
fragments of varying sizes.

A check on the state of these two devices clearly showed 
a contamination problem, caused by alpha emitters but no apprecia 
ble beta or gamma contamination.

Steps were inmediately taken which would enable us to de
termine the existence of a danger of inhalation of a radioactive clo
ud which, considering the characteristics of its elements, could ju£ 
tify evacuating part or all of the population of Palomares . Air sam 
pies were thus taken in various places in the town md in the fields, 
especially between the houses near the eastern, impact area and in 
places where the surrounding atmosphere was most likely to be 
contaminated by i:ie washing of radioactive elements deposited on 
the soil and on plants . _

Doe archive
For this purpose the following equipment was used:

a) a mobile laboratory of the Medicine and Protection Division, 
a Volkswagen, type 22, equipped by ” Frieseke and Hoepfner (Er 
langen-B ruck, Germany)" and provided with, among other things, 
both a poi'lable collector of dust samples model FH 422 with an
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aspiration capacity of 30 cubic jiieterE per hour, and a proper 
li onal counter of methane gae flux, iriodel PH 407 A. Power 
was supplied by generators located in the back of the van.

b JStaplex portable air-samplers type TP 1 A with a 
sampling capacity of approximately 30 cubic motors per hour, 
powered by A.C. generators.

Idecatise of its easy maneuverability, the mobile labora
tory was used to collect air samples in various places in the 
vicinity of Palomares and Villaricos and in -other places in a 
6 km. radius of action. The Staplex air-samplers were situa
ted in the most strategic parts of Palomares and in the two im 
pact areas, and 30-minute samplings were taken. The position 
of the samplers was varied for each test within a 100 meter 
radius of action for each sampler.

The measuring of the alpha activity of the samples ta
ken was effected in two parts: the first right away in order 
to acquire as soon as possible an idea of whether the alpha 
activity was much higher than the normal radioactivity caused 
by the descendants of radium and thorium in this zone; the se
cond 24 hours later to determine the concentration in the air 
of emitters with a long half-life.

The readings shewed that the concentrations of alpha- 
emitting elements in the surrounding air were not high enough 
to be considered dangerous or to justify evacuation. Except in 
places less than 100 meters from the impact areas, in the strong 
SkV wind which blew between 3:00 Phi and 5:00 PM on 20 Ja- 
siuary when no special decontamination measures had yet been 
^dented, the contamination value in the air were equal to or less 

than hose considered as the maxinum permissible for plutonium- 
239 by the International Commission on Radiological Protection 
(Maximum charge permitted = 6 x 10~ ^microcurics/cm^) . In 
the abovemenlioned places and special circumstances, this conta
mination value was surpassed by only one factor of 100.

DOE ARCHIVES
These first findings showed that: . ^

- there was no problem of external radiation of persons;
- the biggest problem was possible internal contamination of 

the inhabitants of Palomares inmediately after the accident 
as a result of breathing in of the radioactive cloud;

- possible external contamination of the inhabitants of Palo- 
mares, on clothes, skin and hair, could cause subse
quent internal contamination if not eliminated as quickly as 
possible. This contamination could come from: a) direct 
contact with the radioactive cloud: b) direct contact with 
bomb fragments, bits of the planes, crops, the ground or* 
any other possibly contaminated objects .

'7?\ !
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>- the risk of Inter internal contamination by inhalation could 
remain constant if wind stirred up contaminated dust and 
kept it in the air;

- since the harvesting Of some crops was in full swing in 
the contaminated areas, field workers could o’e contami
nated internally and externally ;

- contamination of the exterior of produce and foods could 
cause some internal contamination in case of ingestion, 
although the nature of the existing x'adioactive elements 
and the consequent, slight intestinal absorption diminished 
the risk .

- besides the inhabitants of Palomares and others who we
re in the village in the moments immediately after the acei 
dent, the inhabitants of Villaricos could have been affected, 
as well as the curious came from other villages in the re 
gion and who crossed the various places where lay. p'arts 
of the planes and of the material they were transporting. 
Many persons picked up small bits and kept them as sou
venirs .

- contamination could be spread beyond the affected zone by 
contaminated persons, materia.! and vegetable products lea
ving the zone.

Contamination of oersons *
*___ . . --------- .............................. ■ ■ ■

In order to acquire a basic idea of the possibility of conta
mination of the persons in Palomares at the time of the accident, 
external contamination was determined first on these living in the 
houses nearest impact area number 3 and on those who, while 
not inhabiting those houses, were in a corresponding area at the 
time. The checks showed fairly unimportant external contamination 
values, the maximum being about 2000 D.P.M./lOO cm^ and being 

located mainly on footwrear, lower parts of the trousers and swea- 
ter «nd jacket sleeves. 'DOEARCHIV

At the same time the external checks were being made, par
tial samples of urine were being taken from tho same persons in 
order to determine the quantity of alpha entitlers in general and of 
plutonium 239 in particular which was excreted. This would give 
a rapid idea of -the extent of internal contamination, if any. The re 
suits of those tests and of the ones made 24 hours later on the sa 
me persons showed us that the quantity of plutonium-23G inhaled 
represented no imincdiale serious risk since the values obtained 
were below or only slighly above the minimum which corresponds 
to the maxim;urn permissible dose as established by the I.C.P.P. 
(maximum permissible dose" /)4 microcuries for bone as a criti
cal organ and. 4 microcuries for the whole organism as a critical 
organ). Also it. was necessary to take into account that the sam-
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pies of urine could easily bo contaminated from the immediate 
external surroundings, giving a higher or erroneous evaluation 
of the internal contamination of the persons in question. This 
was verified by new tests perform.ed on "persons who remai-i
ned under a rigid check in a completely contan.inalion-free pla 
ce after having been completely decontaminated externally. In 
one case in which the person was n.oved to Madrid ' ecause 
of a high contamination value and placed under daily checks 
for ten consecutive days, it was possible to ascertain that his' 
dose could not be over 80% of the maximum permissible dose, 
considering bone as a critical organ, and that consequently 
and considering his age (76), there was no reason for serious 
preoccupation.

Once the external contamination checks wer finished on 
those persons who could be considered most affected, external 
contamination checks were started and carried on almost conti
nuously for approsin.ately 16 hours a day on the Civil Guards 
who had helped in the contaminated zones and on all the neigh
bors from' Palomares, Villaiicos and the villages of the region 
who had visited the scene of me accident soon after it took 
place .

These examinations w'ere made for three main reasons:

a) for the tranquilizing psychological effect on the population when 
shown there was no external contam ination.-Unjustified collective 
panic could have begun vithoul any real basis since completely 
erroneous information was given out for various reasons during 
the first days which created a certain uneasiness among the sin; 
pie people of the village.

b) to delect contamination of clothing, skin and hair in order to 
set adequate norms of decontamination, if positive, or to collect 
the contaminated articles, if high.

c) to detect the existence and amount of external contamiination on 
persons in order to determine which ones, even though they we
re not in a place where they might logically have breathed in the 
radioactive cloud, might have breathed in radiation later as
a result of direct contact with the ground, vegetable products or 
contaminated material and so should be tested immediately #or later 
for internal contamination. * DOE ARCHIVI

The first measurings of external contamination were taken 
on the spot with portable alpha activity detectors, model. 2672, 
from the Nuclec\r Chicago Corporation. On the second day two 
fixed detection units, type Integratcur Porlaiif Alpha 13eta I.P.A. 
T3 . 2D from Nardeux Co (France) were installed in special quar
ters in the village and manned by two t< ams of two technicians 
each from* the Medicine and Protection Division of the Nuclear Id- 
nergy 13 card. %%
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The results showed no apprecictble conlan ination on 
the 1950 nersons tested; only a sanal! number shoved conta
mination values of 2000 DP\ /lOO cm and an even smaller 
number of 20.000 DPV/lOO cn.^ on certain parts of their 
clothing, this group being the military nersonnel (C-ivil Guard) 
on guard duly in the most exposed zones.

The folloving measures vere taken to avoid possible 
nev external contamination, reduce the danger of inhalation from 
staying in contaminated places and prevent the spread of conta
mination to area avay from those of the accident:

a) People vere forbidden to enter the cultivated areas of Palo- 
mares as long as the contaminated zones vere not marked off.

b) Interdiction to approach and look around the remains of the 
planes until they vei'e proven not contam inated.

c) Blocking of the center of Palomares to curious outsiders 
until a lov degree of contamination or the absence of it had 
been determined, etc.

d) The picking of tomaioes and broad beans, vhieh vas in full 
sving, vas stopped until it vas ascertained vhich ones could 
be picked vithout danger to the picker and the consumer.

e) It vas forbidden to send to outside markets the tomatoes in 
stock and vhich had been picked after January 17th until they , 
vere proven not contaminated.

f) The foods slocked in the village vere cheched for contamina
tion .

g)Vehicules entering and leaving the zone vere cheched.

Contan ination of lands, vegetable products, water and houses1 ■’ —- *P —----- 1 .. 1 1 4‘— ' .  ■■
As soon as the remains of the tvo thermonuclear bombs 

vere located, work began to determine the extension and degree 
of conlam.ination in the soil, cultivated and vild plants, vater re
servoirs and houses in the village. For that purpose, once the 
geographical situation of the tvo impact areas and the distribution 
of bits of the planes vere studied, a rapid field inspection vas 
started to measure insolated alpha activity in the soil in order to 
get a general idea of the problem: and organize the vork of deli
miting all contaminated areas. Consequently, the Palomares area 
vas divided into three zones, tvo corresponding to the impact

J

areas and which we shall call zones tvo and three, and the
♦bird, called zone five, corresponding to the town, vhich vas^^
between the impact areas, and vhich ve predicted would
b*.- fairly veil protected because of the wind direction at the 
moment of the accident. In areas tvo and three, measuring 
of superficial radiation vas botrun at the zero points of im.pact 
and covered ?60 degrees of the surrounding land. The measu
rings; wore taken along radial axes 15 degrees apart, and soil
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and vegetation were tested every 25 meters until about 100 
meters beyond the point where the reading was zero. Thus 
was a "zero line'1 defined- which was m.arlced off by red flags 
to facilite quick and easy general recognition.

Once the zero line was fixed, the quantitative value of 
the contan.ination w'as determined miore carefully on each of the 
marked-off parcels of cultivated land and on the crops in them.. 
The same proceedure ivas followed on non-culiivated lands and 
on the wild vegetation and hills in the contaminated zones to es
tablish lines of contamunation of more than 710,000 DPV/100 
cm (500 mverograms of Pu 239/in2)f those betw'een 710,000 
and 7100, and those below 7100 in order to proceed in each 
zone according to the principles of treatment which were esta
blished and which will be mentioned below . These zones could 
not be established precisely because of the difficulties inherent 
in alpha activity detection in almost completely irregular terrain 
which is partly covered by rocks of widely varying sizes and 
by cultivated or wild vegetation. Thus, radioactive particles we
re irregularly deposited, especially near the zero centers of 
impact where there were isolated spe's where sn ail bomb fraj* 
ments showed activity of over 4 x lO^1 DPM. These were gi
ven special attention because of the risk that they could be pic
ked up in the future by natives of the region, completely una
ware of tlie danger, when there was no control or protection. .

To determ.ine the existence and degree of contamina
tion in area 5, the urban nucleus of Palomares, the area was 
divided into four 90 degree sectors with the cinema as the cen
ter. Four teams of three persons each proceeded to exam-ine 
the sectors, marking them off in 5 meter squares similar to the 
m.ethod used in prospecting for uranitic minerals. The investiga
tion included streets, gardens, open spaces and cultivated areas 
between the houses, ponds, irrigation ditches, vegetation and 
houses. In all houses and especially those nearest areas where 
contamination was noted, the teams tested outside w’alls, roofs 
windows and embrasures. They also explored the interior of 
those houses whose inhabitants had kept bits of wreckage and 
of those nearest the im.pact centers, and their food stocks as

vvc11- POEARCHH
To measure superficial contamination, portable propor

tional counters with narrow windows were used, model PAC-TP 
from the Eberline Co. and model 2672 from the Nuclear Chica
go. Corp; Our experience has showen that even though the coun 
lers produce excellent results in laboratory work, their use in 
the field presents serious drawbacks because tlie physical charac 
teristics of alpha radiation practically oblige the surface contact 
of the detector with the delected. This results in frequent conla- 
minalion of the detector and, especially, perforation of the protec
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live film of ihe probe by contact with pebbles?, nee diet- and 
email branches, etc., which permits light to enter and thus 
renders the apparatus usetess for measuring until the film is 
repaired or replaced, which causes great difficulties. That, 
together with the impossibility of detecting in a single measu
ring the amount of contamination on surfaces greater than 60 
and 80 cm*' respectively, the uneven distribution of the radioac 
live deposits and the irregularities fof the terrain made the fi
xation of alpha activity levels in the zone enormously laborious 
and slow. Therefore we feel that manufacturers of radiation 
detection equipment should be interested in sol\ ing this problem, 
especially for detection of plutonium and alpha emitters of simi
lar Ccxicity.

The need for personnel specialized in the use of ra
diation detection apparatuses and measuring was very satisfac 
torily filled by safety personnel in the K'uclear 1:1 nergy Board 
installations. In the field, the personnel of tho Section of Pro 
specting for Uranitic Minerals, adapted to outside work and 
trained in radiometric sketches and manipulation of scintillation 
detectors ofgamm.t x'ad'ation, was rapidly trained and fully cons 
clous of Us responsibility and the importance of the lask.

To determine the contanunation of certain vegetable pro 
ducts picked previously, of preserved foods, of certain places 
in the houses, etc., smears were frequently made with filter 
paper and measured in the proportional counter of flux in the 
mobile laboratory from the Nuclear Energy Board.

Besides the measurings of superficial alpha activity 
with the portable apparatuses mentioned, samples of soil and 
vegetable products were sent to the laboratories of the Medici
ne and Protection Division of the Nuclear Energy Board in or 
der to have a more exact measure of the contamination values 
although the time required for it did not pern.it us to use the 
l.aboratoi-ies in the emergency phase. QEARCHIVES

The result of all this work was the conclusion that 
an area of approximately 226 hectares was contaminated by 
alpha emitters, of which 2.2 heclarts showed contamination of 
more than 700.000 DPM/cm , corresponding to the vicinities 
of the impact areas ( 1 . 6 hectares in zone 2 and 6 hectares in 
zone 3).Poughly 17 hectares were contaminated to a degree 
of between 700.000 arid 7C.000 D.PM/100 cm-, and the remain
der, some 207 hectares, showed conlanination of less than 
70.000 DPM/lOQ cm^ although more than half of this area was 
below 7000 DPM/lOO cm^. There are no habitually occupied 
houses in the maximum contamination areas, and n.osl of the 
center of Palomares is in the minimum zone or outside the. ze
ro line. Only six houees were contaminated by .more than 7000

'b<'
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DPM/lOO cn» , ^nd that mainly in scattered parts of roofs, out
side walls and window n.oldinsrs , and in no case were the valu 
es grealeir than 20.000 Df’M/lOO cn."".

Water samples taken from ponds throughout all the zo
nes were tested for alpha activity in the mobile laboratory and 
later sent to our laboratories: they shewed concentra
tions of about lO-^ microcuries/ml. Samples of sea water, ta
ken in different places and at different depths and tested for plu 
Ionium activity, were likewise negative, as were samples offish 
sent to \ladrid for analysis-.

« We should indicate that the contan.inalion registered on 
vegetable products was normally less than that found in the 
soil, except for alfalfa fields, and that because of the density 
of its vegetation. The radiometric map of zone 2 gives an idea 
of such a statement if one just observes the values obtained re 
ferring to counts per minute, measured with a PAC-IS detec
tor of a 50% measuring efficiency and an effective surface of 
60 cm^.

Now, once the contaminated zone was delimited, a fur
ther area 4-5 kms wide around the zero line was tested and 
ascertained clean, except for the NE part where a strip of me 
dium contan.ination, a prolongation of zone 3 , was found behind 
ihe hills which border the river bed, 3 kins from the zero line. 
This area, quite rocky, showed alpha activity of less than 
14,000 DPM/lOO cm2.

De contan .ination

Because of the extension and characteristics of the con 
tan.ination, the most serious problem was that of decontamination 
of the land to a point where there existed absolutely no risk to 
a future population which, throughout its life and for generations 
to come, and not because of war, could be endangered by in
ternal radiation from an element which is considered at present 
one of maximum radio-toxicity. Because of the circumstances 
surrounding the contaminated zone, we could not think of adop
ting measures similar to emergency war measures, field opera 
lions or experiments which permit levels of superficial residue - 
equal to or higher than those accepted in laboratories working 
with the same type of radioactive elements even though condi
tions and exposure limes would by entirely different for the peo 
pie involved. pOE

Therefore, because the area was inhabited and cultiva
ted, it was considered that very drastic measures should bo ta
ken since the norm generally recommended when dealing with 
a civilian pooulation is to dir: nish by l/lO the maximum permi
ssible exposures. II held to bo kept in mind that the life expoc-

I
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iancy oi! the populalion v as 75 years-, llirti Ihere was little in 
lercouse wilh Die exterior, that local conditions could influen
ce the natural rhythm of dissipation and that in case of conta
mination of food products, tlie problem of ingestion would con 
tinue as long as Die products existed and could not bo unde
restimated .

As a consequence of these consideration, of the re
sults of previous experiments to determine the possibility of 
creation of a plutonium cloud and its content by starling from 
that spread over the surface of the land, of Die characteris
tics of its mobility in the soil, plant absorption and absorption 
and inhalation by persons and animals, it was decided to ca
rry out the following operations ;

a) Collecting cultivated and wild vegetable products 
which showed a surface contamination greater than 700 DPM/
100 cm , considering them as radioactive residues which musl 
be checked and transfered to a final depository.

b) Elimination of layei' of soil 5 ems deep in areas whe 
ro ^surface contamination w-as greater than 200.000 DPM/lOO 
cm“, replacing it with well-fertilized earth from non-contamina- 
ted zones . The soil removed was considered as radioactive 
residue which had to be moved to a controlled and completely 
cure final depository.

c) Watering, plowing 30 ems deep, removing debris,
raking, mixing and watering again of all lands showing conta
mination between 200,000 and 7000 DPM/100 in order
to eliminate contaminating plutonium from the surface and so 
dilute it in the soil that it could not cause any sanitary problems 
in the future.

d) Watering of and renioving debris from cultivated lands 
having less surface contamination than 7000 DPM/lOO cm^ to 
make radioactive particles penetrate into the soil, dilute them 
and eliminate the possibility of their blowing away.

e) Washing of trees and bushes to eliminate contamina
tion from their leaves and trunks, and uprooting those showing 
high activity and not responding satisfactorily to decontamination 
operations . POE ARGHl>

f) Hosing down with detergents of the houses where 
contamination was found, and if it did not drop to zero to a ve
ry low level, small residual zones were either chipped away 
and eliminated or painted over to fix the contamination .

Ueforc these decontamination operations were underta
ken, tho most radioactive bomb fragments were located and 
picked up because they were big enough to be seen. This 
was effected by 50-men teams who searched all of the fields
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advancing in line and one n etor nnart, invoeligalin^ the tjlanl? and 
elin inating nractically all aluha en itUn« elements vhich wei'e not 
denopited af fallont. These n on. Hire all those vho assisted in the 
'remainder of the contan ination ooerations, vere supi^lied vith tier- 
rietically sealed suits, boots, glove^, caps and masks. They vere 
deconlan inated and issued ne■", clothing after each shift, tested so 
they vould not carry avay the slightest external contan ination and 
rigidly checked for internal contamination by urine samples.

Because of the extremely dry climate of the Province of 
Almeria, and in order to avoid the slightest diance of deposited 
alpha-emitting particles being suspended in the air, the deposits- 
vere at first fixed vith mineral oil in and around the small cra
ters where the contamination vas greatest, and by abundant va- 
tering in other places vhere contan.ination vas lover and the 
charactelistics of the terrain and the slight cultivation favored the 
bl oving and suspension of dust, and vhich vas not necessary foi' 
future tilling.

Because of the nature of the crops vhich had to be collec 
ted, there were no machines available to cut or uproot them, so 
it vas necessary to resort to the use of persons who first pulled 
up the slakes of the climbing tomatoes and then, supplied vith sick
les and protected by adequate equipment, cut and grouped the crop 
Later, the reducing of the volume of the contaminated stakes cau
sed great problem.s vhich vere solved by using chopping machines 
similar to those used for cutting sugar cane.

The large number of century plants and prickly pears gro 
ving near the v.ero point of 7,011c 3 had to be uprooted in order to 
eliminate the many highly contan inated fragments which were betwet 
their leaves and which would have been impossible to remove sena 
rately.

In order to remove the layer of soil previously mentioned 
vithout forming a radioactive dust cloud, the ground vas thoroughly 
wet down by tank-trucks before and after being piled up by a build 
zer. The soil vas loaded onto specially adapted trucks under spe
cial emergency conditions. The contaminated soil and vegetables vc 
re transported to a texrporary depot in the- more isolated zone 2 by 
a fleet of trucks fitted with hermetic drums which prevented loss av 
scattering on the way. They were unloaded under a curtain of wa
ter to prevent dust. The resulting heaps of earth were first v alere 
continuously, then fixed by mineral oil and covered by firmly-attach 
nylon canvases. Once- the contaminated* soil was removed from zon 

•2, a pit was dug to reduce the volume of the huge quantity >«{ gree 
vegetable products which had been collected. Then the vegetables ^ 
re brought in the sipecial trucks, crushed by bulldozer or tjactors, 
and covered vilh quicklime to destroy the organic rratlei'. Ilowevei 
this treatm.ent was less successful than hoped, perhaps because of 
the short lime of contact avaihible. pOE ARCHn
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To prevent additional contan ination of the truck?, the cha^si®, 
vheel?, etc. vere det'onlan inated as the trucks left an area that 
vas being deconlan .inated or the depot area. Kor this purpose two 
inlern.ediate zones vere prepared and manned by lean s equipped 
vith powered pun.ns which shot a detergent and vater solution, 
mainly an ft DT A-based compound,

Tlie plowing, crtur.bling, removal of debris and mixing of 
the soil of the cultivated fields vas accomplished with tractors vhicl 
were normally equipped for the work and rented from the farmers. 
The same farri ers carried out these operations, previved with ade
quate protection equipment, and were completely decontaminated af
terwards. Once the decontamination work was finished, checks of 
the land showed us that the desired result had boon obtained. Fin- 
ce what really was accomplished by the first plowing was an inver 
sion of active surface soil and inactive lov or soil, it could be that 
later plovings could return the active soil to the surface. A repe
tition of normal tilling under tlie same conditions proved that tlie 
soil remained in the same state, perhaps more homogeneous and 
better mixed, and this contributed to the dilution of existing radioac
tive elements and the reduction of the risk of resuspension of ra
dioactive dust. The theoretical factor of dilution achieved vas appro 
xim.ately 4.2 x 10^.

Trees, bushes and houses were treated by washing wilh* wa 
ter under high, presure from pumps fitted on lank-trucks. Tlousehok 
cleaning equipment was. sometime u®od on certain parts of the hou
ses. Once the pertinent decontamination ooerations wei'e finished in 
each of the parcels, zones, etc., teams and equinm.enl similar to 

those used to delim.it the contan.inated areas tested anew the surfa
ce alpha activity of every parcel of the cultivated zone. If contami
nation greater than 220 DPV/lOO cn.^ were noted, another .treat
ment would be m.ade; otherwise the parcel would be returned to 
its owner along with a certificate stating that the land was in per
fect condition to be worked again, and this was done.

Final deposit of radioactive residues D0EARCHI\

For the final deposit of all the radioactive residues which 
were foreseen, it was thought necessary to’ dig pits and bury their:, 
There pits would have to meet several indispensable requisites 

.which would assure indefinitely the irr.no^sibility of diffusion or esca
pe of tlie radioactive elements contained therein and their penelratioi 
into the human biological cycle through water, food chain, etc. A 
site for tlie nits was chosen in zone 2 which had the advantages of 
being nearby and offering maximum security as testified by geologi
cal studies made by specialized personnel. The only drawback was 
its geogranhieal situation on the Vedilerranean belt winch borders 
the alpine rise of the Andalusian Cordillera where there are many 
seismic miovcn ents.
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]-iut when tlie technical studies and those concerning the 
design, n-aieri'al^ to be u^ed and crojistruction of the nits vere 
finished, it v'as decided to transnort the residues in question to 
the United Flutes vhere they would be buried in the final deuo- 
sitory area of the Savannah Piver Plant. Because of the diffi
culties that the transport und burial of the residues entailed, it 
was decided to pack them in iron drums of about 220 liter capa 
city. After testing the strength of the loaded drums and their 
tops, pernendicular metallic bands were placed to reinforce the 
tops encircling the drums tangentally. This made them safe.

The previously dampened soil was shoveled into drums, 
and a series of rollers was used which considerably eased mo
ving the drums to each successive snot where an operation vas 
performed. Great attention was paid to external contamination 
checks and decontamination if positive. The transport and- s:hip- 
mont operations vent srnoothly.

Conclusions

Prom the exnerience acauired on this occasion which 
ve believe to be unique uo till now, ve have deduced the follo
ving :
l) As one of us has already expose*d at the Conference of this 
Organization in Geneva, it is evident that, In accidents in vhich 
nuclear risks are great, governmiental Xuelear Pnergy Commi
ssion must advise and direct the ooerations since the technical 
nroblems encountered are comnlex enough to require highly spe 
cialized installations', equiornent and personnel.

2) An accident of this sort imolies a series of aspects of pro
tection - sanitary, psychological, strategic, economic, enginee
ring, and even legal - vhich require the existence of a union of 

-various types of efforts and the application of measures so united 
as to form a logistical plan of adequate equipment and personnel 
for rapid use in all of the operations related to accidental radioac
tive contamination. POEARCHH
?) It is necessary to inculcate in people of every walk of life the 
idea that radioactivity is not uniquely and exclusively leagued vith 
that of maximum danger of our limes and vith the monstruous 
effects of nuclear and thermonuclear explosions. Dislintions must 
be made between the types of radioactivity, causes that can modi
fy lb e danger, forms of protection, - etc. Therefore ve feel that 
it would be of great interest to publish articles of popularization to 
familiarize the entire population with the immense risk of uncontro
lled use of radioactive isotopes and nuclear arms; to show that 
from Ihe beginning of the nuclear era many efforts have been ta
ken to investigate the mechanism of radiation and its biological 
effects, the causes that can convert potential danger into real dan-

l
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ger to man, methods and equipment of control, methods and me
ans of analysis to enable us to give an opinion on the amount of 
one or several radioactive elements that have caused internal con 
lamination, the dose of radiation from them, and tlie-consequent 
risk to the individual. Tho articles vould also stale what doses 
of radiation can be allowed under abnormal circumstances or short 
periods of time; the existence of scientifically calculated values of 
maximum permissible doses of radiation and maximum permissible 
concentrations in air, water and foods, and v hat that 1'epresents 
as far as ve know today. The articles would furthermore note 
that since life has existed, all living beingo have been subjected 
to a determined dose of natural radiation that is not peculiar to 
nuclear bombs, reactors and the equipment and materials that 
men who are dedicated to the investigation and application of nu
clear nover handle in most countries of the world and which are 
contributing to raise the level of human existence.

Discussion

Dr. Kinani ( Syria) after thanking the sneaker, wished to 
point out that the figures given in the course of the lecture, s\ich 
as 7000 d.p.m, 20,000 d.p.m. meant little vithout knowing the 

’computers geometry emnloyed to count and measure radioactivity 
of soil or vegetables such as tomatoes or beans. AVould the snea-
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and nrieasure radioactive contamination to which he had referred in 
the course of this very interesting paper. Dr. I ranzo in reply to 
Dr. Kinani stated that the figures he had given in I’esoecl of 'conta
mination had been expressed in terms of disintegration per minute 
per 100 cm -which took into account the various criteria of the
counters used, such as efficiency, effective contact surface etc, so 
as to obtain and formulate data which may easily be compared to 
the maximum nerrr.issible values of surface contamination established 
^by various national and international organizations for the protection 
against radiation. The only case where contamination values had 
been expressed in counts oer minute referred to the radiometric 
plan of zone bio. 2 where the results expressed pertained to soil 
and vegetation, lie had specified that the measurements had been 
taken with the PAC-IP counter with an average efficiency of 5C% 
and surface efficiency of 60 cm^. 0OE ARCHIV1

K'r. Levine (U.F.A.), asked whether any illnesses due 
to radio a cli vity had loon di? covered eiine i in mediately or since.
Dr. qe los: Sr antes (Spain) replied that there had been no pro
blem'of organic: lesions due to the happily small amount of radia
tion, and that no pathological changes had been observed to dale.
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